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MACH NUMBERS BETWEEN 0 . 8 AND 1 . 791 
By Jacob Zarovsky and Robert A. Gardiner 
SID1MARY 
Results are presented of a flight investigation of a rocket - propelled 
roll-stabilized model incorporating a gyro -actuated control and wing-tip 
ailerons. The model was disturbed in pitch and roll to determine the 
effect of these disturbances on the roll - stabilization system . 
The flight records indicate that satisfactory roll stabilization 
may be obtained from the combination of wing- tip ailerons and the gyro -
actuated automatic-control system during changes in angle of att ack and 
roll trim at supersonic and transonic speeds. In addition to informa-
tion on the autopilot performance, longitudinal performanc e data were 
determined from the flight records. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of providing roll stabilization for pilotless aircraft 
is of interest to those engaged in missile research and development work . 
There is no single solution to the roll stabilization problem that applies 
to all pilotless aircraft and no one autopilot (or autopilot type) that 
will provide most economically the desired roll stability in all cases . 
Factors such as aerodynamic damping and control- surface effectiveness 
vary with the Mach number and the a ltitude at which the pilotless air-
craft fly, as well as with the various aerodynamic configurations . 
Analytical and bench test t echniques now available are powerful 
tools in the hands of the automatic - control-system designer . The proof 
of the control system, however, still lies in flight tests of the equip-
ment, tests in which the autopilot is subjected to all the vibrations 
and simultaneous accelerations to be encountered in actual use. 
ISupersedes rec ently declassified NACA Res earch Memorandum L50H21 
by Jacob Zarovsky and Robert A. Gardiner, 1951 . 
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The purpose of this paper i s to present the results of the second 
flight test of a roll-stabilization system of the no-la g direct-coupled 
gyro- actuated type used in conjunction with wing-tip a ilerons . The 
first flight test, the results of which are r eported in r e f er ence 1, 
demonstrated satisfactory supersonic a nd transonic roll stabilization 
of the research missile configuration when disturbed in roll but in 
essentially zero - lift flight. The second f light test subjected the 
autopilot and airframe to both rolling and pitching disturbances to 
determine the effect of normal acceleration a nd cha nge s in pitch a ttitude 
on the autopilot operation. The pitching disturbances a lso made pos s ible 
the determination of longitudina l aer odynamic data from the flight record . 
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SYMBOLS 
time, sec (zero time for flight records is from time of 
booster rocket firing) 
moment of inertia about the body center line, slug-ft2 
moment of inertia about an axis through center of gravity, 
perpendicula r to body center line , a nd lying in plane of 
horizontal wings, s lug-ft2 
moment of inertia about an axis through center of gravity, 
perpendicular to body center line , a nd lying in plane of 
vertica l wings, slug-ft2 
wing area in one plane bounded by extension of leading and 
trailing edges to center line of model, 4.1 sq ft 
wing mean aerodynamic chord, 1.77 ft 
wing span, 3.08 ft 
velocity, ft/ sec 
dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft, or pitching angular velocity 
angle of attack, positive when the nose is above the r el a tive 
wind vector, deg 
angle of roll, positive in roll to right, deg 
rolling angular velocity, positive to right, ~ deg/sec dt' 
'---------------------- - --- - - ------------
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o ' a 
L 
K 
Cm 
Cma, 
total differential ail eron angle , positive when trailing edge 
of right a ileron is down, deg 
average aileron defl ection, Oa 2' deg 
rolling moment, positive to right, ft-lb 
rolling-moment coeffic i ent, 
variation of rOlling-moment 
OC l veloc ity factor, 
a ~b 
2V 
variation of 
deflection, 
rolling-moment 
Loa' 
qSb 
L 
qSb 
coeffic i ent with rolling-angular -
coeffic i ent with average aileron 
control gearing ratio; static value of 
pitching-moment coefficient, 
variation 
attack, 
of pitching-moment 
oCm 
00. 
Pitching moment 
qSc 
coefficient with angle of 
variation of pitching-moment coefficient with pitching-angular-
OCm velocity factor, 
a qc 
2V 
variation of pitching-moment coefficient wi th rate of change 
of angle -of-attack factor, oCm 
a do.(~) 
dt 2V 
canard-fin (elevator) deflection, positive when trailing edge 
is down, deg 
4 
Cmoe 
g 
CLoe 
(j) 
M 
W 
Subscripts: 
L 
R 
trim 
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variation of pitching-moment coefficient with canard- fin 
dCm deflection, ---
dOe 
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec 2 
transverse accelerometer reading, g 
normal accelerometer reading, g 
normal-force coefficient, 
variation 
attack, 
of normal-forc e 
dCN 
dcr. 
a nW 
qS 
coefficient with angle of 
lift coefficient, 
Aerodynamic force normal to flight path 
qS 
variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack, 
variation of lift coefficient with canard- fin deflection, 
frequency, r adi ans / sec 
Mach number 
weight of missile, lb 
left aileron angle only 
right aileron angle only 
trim condition 
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METHODS AND APPARATUS 
Model and Instrumentation 
The airframe used in the flight test described herein was an all-
metal research model of the canard missile type . A sketch of the model 
is shown in figure 1 . Basic model dimensions and measured physical 
characteristics are shown in table I . Two minor differences may be 
noted between this model and its predecessor described in reference 1. 
The cylindrical section of fuselage between the canard fins and wings 
was lengthened 1 inch to allow for the inclusion of a pneumatic power 
supply. The wing- tip fences were removed because wind- tunnel tests 
reported in reference 2 indicate that the fences do not improve the 
control effectiveness or hinge -moment characteristics of wing- tip con-
trol surfaces on a 600 delta wing . Like the model of reference 1, this 
model utilized wing- tip ailerons as roll- control surfaces . One set of 
ailerons (called control ailerons) was connected through a mechanical 
linkage to the autopilot and was used for automatic stabilization . The 
other set of ailerons was pulsed i n a repeating square-wave pattern to 
provide roll disturbances during the f l ight . In addition, one set of 
canard fins was moved to produce pitch disturbances . The other set of 
canard fins was fixed at zero incidence . The movable canard fins and 
pulsed ailerons were actuated by pneumatic servomotors through suitable 
mechanical links . The times at which pulses occurred were determined 
fr,om the flight record . The pulse ampl itudes were measured prior to 
the flight . TYPical control- surface pulse information is presented in 
figure 2. 
The model roll-pulsing system was i n operat ion at take-off and 
applied programed roll disturbances throughout the flight . The pitch 
control surfaces were set at 00 deflection prior to take- off and remained 
in that position until approximately 1 second after the model separated 
from the booster . At that time the canard- fin pulsing system was acti-
vated and programed pitch disturbances continued throughout the remainder 
of the flight. 
Model instrumentation was directed primarily toward evaluation of 
the quality of roll stabilization. Sufficient information was derived 
from the flight record to determine some rolling- and pitching- stability 
derivatives . 
The model was equipped with an NACA telemeter . Information telem-
etered included roll position, control -aileron position, total pressure, 
transverse acceleration, normal acceleration, angle of attack, aileron 
and canard-fin pulse indications, and a reference static pressure . The 
total-pressure and transverse-accelerometer outputs were switched on 
one telemeter channel, and pulse indications displaced the reference 
values of the static - pressure and total-pressure records . 
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The booster used to bring the model up to supersonic speed was made 
up of two 6,000-pound-thrust, 3-second-duration, solid-propellant rocket 
motors. An adaptor fitting similar to the one mentioned in reference 1 
provided a roll-free model mounting on the front of the booster. A 
photograph of the model and booster on the launching rack is included 
as figure 3. 
The model was launched at approximately 500 from the horizontal. 
Radar records were obtained for the initial part of the flight . The 
telemeter continued to function throughout the flight . Radiosonde 
records were obtained for use in data reduction. 
Autopilot 
The automatic-control system consisted of a three-degree - of-freedom 
(position-sensitive) gyroscope, an electric torque motor, a nd a mechanical 
linkage connecting the gyroscope and torque motor to the ailerons . A 
change in the relative roll position of the model with respect to the 
gyroscope was transmitted from the gyroscope to the a ilerons through a 
cam attached to the outer gimbal of the gyroscope and cam riders attached 
to the aileron torque rods. 
In operation, this type of autopilot will produce control-surface 
deflections instantaneously in response to changes in roll attitude of 
the model. The cut of the cam determines the relationship between the 
roll angle ¢ and the ail eron deflection ca. The cam may also deter-
mine the maximum control-surface deflection. For the model test reported 
herein, the cam was designed so that 0a = K¢, and a value of 0.6 for K 
was chosen as a result of preflight calculations reported in reference 1. 
It must be noted that, because of the sign convention employed, the 
aileron deflection 0a in the above equation opposes the roll displace-
ment ¢. On the basis of the flight-test results reported in refer-
ence 1, the maximum 0a was set at ±150 for the model test. Since the 
cam slope was zero for ¢ = 1 15 \' the model could roll beyond that 
0.6 
angle with the aileron deflection constant at /150 1 without disturbing 
the autopilot if a rolling disturbance large enough to cause such a 
motion is encountered in flight. The cam slope K of the autopilot 
installed in this model was measured prior to the flight. The measured 
value of K is noted in table I . 
Hinge moments and friction in the aileron linkage appear as torques 
at the outer gimbal of the gyroscope, and these torques cause precession 
of the inner gimbal. Electrical contacts built into the inner gimbal 
sense the direction of precession and transmit power to operate the elec -
tric torque motor. The torque motor then restores to the gyroscope the 
necessary torque to center the inner gimbal and prevent gimbal lock. 
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A further description of the autopilot operation appears in refer-
ence 1. Figure 4 is a photograph of the autopil ot installed in the model. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Portions of the telemeter record showing roll position and left -
aileron deflection are reproduced in figures 5 and 6. The records indi-
cate successful roll stabilization throughout the Mach number range of 
interest (from the maximum Mach number of 1 .79 down to a Mach number 
of 0.8). 
The aerodynamic rolling derivatives and were deter-
mined for the roll disturbance occurring after booster separation and 
prior to the first canard-fin pulse while the model was in essentially 
zero-lift flight. These data were used to extend the curves obtained 
from the zero-lift flight reported in reference 1 to the higher Mach 
number reached. These derivatives are presented in figure 7. The por-
tion of the record used to determine these derivatives is shown in 
figure 5. 
Figure 6 is a typical portion of the roll record during supersonic 
flight while the model was disturbed and oscillating in the pitch plane. 
The irregularity of the motion shown in figure 6 as compared with the 
motion in figure 5 shows that some disturbance other than the pulsed 
ailerons is affecting the rolling motion of the model . Aerodynamic 
coupling between the combined normal and transverse motions and the 
rolling motion is indicated . Figure 6(c) allows simultaneous examina-
tion of the roll record and the normal and transverse acceleration 
records for a part of the flight . The transverse-acceleration record 
is discussed later . The normal and transverse accelerations are of 
reasonably large magnitudes, but the moments affecting the rolling motion 
that may be ascribed to coupling are small relative to the pulsed-aileron 
moment. The autopilot and tip-aileron control system is obviously capable 
of stabilizing the model under more severe conditions of aerodynamic 
coupling than were encountered in this flight . 
Continuing roll disturbances would preclude the use of the single-
degree-of-freedom roll equation to describe the rolling motion completely. 
The method used to determine the aerodynamic rolling derivatives in zero-
lift flight was based on an analysis of residual oscillations following 
a step disturbance and is generally inadequate for the analysis of the 
more complex motion. The rolling derivatives may not readily be deter-
mined for the entire flight since the roll disturbances, whether due to 
coupling or other causes, are randomly applied and are unknown. However, 
rolling derivatives were extracted from the roll record by the method 
used to obtain the derivatives reported in reference 1 for ~ime intervals 
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during which the pitching motion was approaching steady state. During 
these intervals the coupling moments were also assumed to approach 
steady state and may have only a small effect on the values of the 
derivatives determined by this method. The derivatives determined from 
the flight record are shown in figure 7. The derivatives presented in 
reference 1 for zero-lift flight are a l so shown. Derivatives determined 
during this flight with lift are identified in figure 7 with the average 
angle of attack for the appropriate interval. 
Angle of roll was determined from the record of control-aileron-
position by using the relationship ba = K¢. Figure 8 compares the 
telemetered angle of roll and that determined from the control-aileron-
position record. The information available is insufficient to allow a 
complete explanation of the difference between the curves shown in the 
figure. Both the autop ilot gyroscope and the telemeter instrument gyro-
scope were carefully balanced. The instrument gyroscope was a small air -
driven gyroscope of the coasting type and was considered to be delicate. 
The autopilot gyroscope was e l ectrically driven on internal model power and 
was ruggedly constructed. The autopilot outer gimbal was subjected to 
torques applied by hinge moments, friction, and the e l ectric torque motor. 
Both gyroscopes were subjected to linear accelerations of large magnitudes 
(sometimes approximately 25g in the normal and longitudinal directions). 
Part of the difference may be attributed to possible telemeter error, 
which is estimated to be a maximum error of 0.80 for the roll angle and 
of 0.30 for the telemetered control-aileron position. The maximum inac -
curacy of K is estimated to be equivalent to a roll angle of 0.50 • 
Either or both gyroscope references may have been affected by linear 
accelerations. Although ground tests have shown no tendency of the auto -
pilot gyroscope to drift under simulated hinge-moment loading, the con-
ditions encountered in flight may have resulted in changes in the refer-
ence for the autopilot gyroscope. In spite of the relative drifting of 
the gyroscopes, the excellent agreement of the phase and th~ small dif-
ference s in the magnitudes of the roll angles shown in figure 8 indicate 
satisfactory autopilot operation, especiall y in consideration of the 
simplicity of the autopilot tested. 
Aileron Hinge Moments 
The hinge moments encountered in this flight were not measured 
quantitatively; however, the frequency of autopilot-torque- motor opera-
tion, as indicated by small but identifiable disturbances in the control-
aileron record, showed that the hinge moments encountered in the range 
of Mach numbers covered by the model flight were small. This result 
agrees with the hinge-moment information reported in reference 1. Changes 
in angle of attack experienced in this flight had no apparent effect on 
the control-moment output required of the autopilot . 
-------------------- -_._-- - .. ------------------------~ 
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Longitudina l Stability 
Portions of the normal -acceleration and angle -of-attack telemeter 
records are shown in figure 9. Sufficient telemetered information was 
available to determine the more important longitudinal aerodynamic 
derivatives from the flight record . The methods employed in data reduc-
tion may be found in the appendixes of references 3 and 4. In general, 
two sets of derivatives were obtained: one set for a canard- fin deflec-
tion of 2.680 and the other set for a defl ection of -4.420 . The individ-
ual derivatives determined are discussed subsequently . Results from 
wind-tunnel tests of this configuration are reported in reference 5, 
and a summary of free-flight and wind- tunnel investigations of this 
canard configuration are presented in reference 6. 
Aerodynamic derivatives CN~ and C~.- The values of CN~ were 
determined directly from the record . Since model instrumentation did 
not include a longitudina l accelerometer, CLa could not be directly 
determined. The difference between C~ and CN~ for the angles of 
attack encountered in this flight was estimated and was found to be 
negligible. A plot of CN~ as a function of Mach number i s shown in 
figure 10. The values of CLa presented in reference 3 for another 
600 delta-wing canard missile research model are a l so shown . 
Static -stability derivative C~.- The static pitching-moment 
derivative C~ was determined from the angle - of -attack flight record 
and is presented as a function of Mach number in figure ll(a) . The 
values of Cmu were found to be appreC i ably lower for the pulses at 
oe = 2.680 than for the pulses at 0e = -4.420; this difference indi -
cates less stability at lower angl es of attack . Wind-tunnel data (ref. 5) 
also show this trend. The aerodynamic-center location is shown in fig-
ure ll(b). The aerodynamic - center location determined for the model 
flight of reference 3 has been compared with that of the present test. 
Estimated corrections for differences in the geometric characteristics 
of the two models result in reasonable agreement between the two flight 
tests. 
The curve of aerodynamic-center location shown in figure ll(b) indi -
cates that the variation of C~ is dependent primarily on Clu' since 
the aerodynamic-center locat ion does not seem to vary with oe. Wind -
tunnel data of reference 5 indicate that the variations of CLa for 
various control-surface deflections are of the same order of magnitude 
as the variations of CL~ with angle of attack . The nonlinearity of 
C~ and Cmu shown by this test may therefore be concluded to result 
from variations in both angle of attack and canard-fin deflection . 
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Aerodynamic -damping derivatives Cmq + Cma.- The values of the 
dampi ng-in-pitch derivatives em + Cm . as deter mined from the angle -q a 
of-attac k flight record are shown in figure 12 . About hal f the damping 
of the transient motion is due to these derivatives ; the remainder of 
the damping is chiefly due to Cta. 
Control effectiveness .- For the configuration tested) the lift 
contributed by the control deflection is very small and may even be 
negative (see ref . 3) so that the control effectiveness is dependent on 
the ability of the control surface to trim the model at an angle of 
attack . From the standpoint of maneuverability and automatic control ) 
a high value of ~riml0e is desirable . The factors that cause CLoe 
to be small (reduced lift on the wi ng due to downwash) contribute to a 
large pitching moment due to canard-fin (elevator) deflection. The lift 
on the canard fins rs approximately canceled by the loss of lift on the 
wings so that the pitching moment produced by canard- fin deflection 
approaches a pure couple and changes very little with movement of the cen-
ter of gravity . The values of Cmoe derived from the data depend on the 
assumption that the ratio otrim/5e is constant at a given Mach number 
for the range of a and oe encountered . Because of this assumption, 
Cmoe reflects the nonlinearity of Clla. The variation of utrim/ oe 
with Mach number for the flight is shown i n figure 13 (a)) and the values 
of Cmoe are shown in figure 13(b) . 
The aerodynamic-control derivative Cree was not presented because 
numerical values of the derivative were insigni ficant . From the stand-
point of automatic stabilization and control) the omission of CLoe from 
the motion equations for this canard configuration has no noticeable 
effect on calculated airframe characteristics . Values of CLoe deter-
mined for another flight test of a canard model are reported in 
reference 3 . 
Nonlinearities.- The flight - test data show that the aerodynami c 
derivatives for this configuration are somewhat nonlinear . Wind- tunnel 
data (ref . 5) indicate that Clla and CLa are nonlinear. (See points 
on figs. 10 and ll(a).) The wind- tunnel tests also show that the lift 
and pitching-moment variations with both angle of attack and canard- fin 
deflection are nonlinear . No nonlinearities were apparent in the data 
determined from the flight reported in reference 3 . The symmetrical 
canard -fin pulse of reference 3 and the resultant symmetrical angle - of-
attack variations yielded) as would be expected) consistent data and 
indicated that the derivatives were linear ; nonlinearities may be obscured 
by the symmetrical testing procedure and the methods of data reduction . 
- .... _ ... _------ - - -------- ------
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The model of reference 3 was not stabilized in roll. The good 
agreement with the derivatives determined from the flight record of the 
roll-stabilized model under comparable flight conditions indicates that 
flight tests of free - to-roll models will yield satisfactory longitudinal 
data for analysis and design work, provided that reasonable care is 
exercised in model construction so that rolling velocities are held to 
low values. 
Longitudinal Frequency Response 
The longitudinal frequency responses of a/oe were determined from 
the a transients for the oe pulses in the Mach number range of 
interest. These responses will be useful in automatic-stabilization 
analyses. The method used to determine the frequency responses from the 
transients is that given in reference 7. Figure 14 shows a typical 
frequency-response curve . The resonant frequencies (or damped natural 
frequencies) are plotted in figure 15 at the average Mach numbers for 
the intervals during which the frequency responses were determined . 
The resonant-frequency points reflect the nonlinearity of Cffia, which 
is the aerodynamic spring- constant coefficient of the system in the pitch 
plane and is the most influential of the derivatives in determining the 
frequency of the model motion . The resonant frequency is dependent also 
on the dynamic pressure q. (This effect accounts for the increase in 
the resonant frequency with i ncreasing Mach number, although the value 
of Cma is decreasing . ) For this reason any factors which affect q, 
such as changes in altitude, also affect the resonant frequency . 
Transverse Accelerations 
The model was not deliberately disturbed in the transverse plane. 
It was expected that components of acceleration in the plane of pitch 
disturbances would affect the transverse accelerometer with changes in 
the roll attitude, since model instrumentation senses motions and accel-
erations with respect to the model axes . However , the resultant of the 
normal and transverse acceleration vectors does not rotate in the same 
manner that the model rotates about its roll axis . Again, aerodynamic 
coupling is indicated. The effect of the transverse motion on the 
pitching motion would be small because of the relative magnitudes of 
the motions. A portion of the transverse-accel eration r ecord appears 
in figure 9. 
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Gusts 
This flight took place in an overcast immedia t e l y preceding a r a in-
storm. The assumpt ion that gusts were preval ent at the time i s a rea -
sonable one . Some abrupt changes in the transverse - a cc el er a tion record 
may be attributed to gusts encountered in flight . Evidence of gusts 
also appeared in the angle - of -att a ck and normal -accel eration records) 
but these disturbanc es were small in relation to the pitching motion 
and should have no apprec i abl e effect on derivatives obta ined from the 
r ecord. The eff ect of gusts on the rolling motion i s not known) but it 
is probable that the primary effect would be the introduction of r olling 
moments due to aerodynamic coupling. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Results of a flight test of a roll - stabilization missile configura -
tion at various angles of attack at Mach numbers from 0. 8 to 1.79 indi-
cate the following conclusions: 
1. The configuration tested was found to be s t abilized in roll 
while flying with varying lift a t s upersonic and transonic speeds by 
the use of the gyro-actuated control system and wing- tip a ilerons under 
the conditions encountered in the flight. 
2. The tip -aileron and gyro-actuated control combina tion appear s 
to be capable of stabilizing this model in roll under more severe con-
ditions of aerodynamic coupling than were encounter ed in this flight. 
3. The flight of fr ee - to - roll models will yield satisfactory longi-
tudinal data for analysis and design work) provided tha t reasonable care 
is exercised in model construction so that rolling velocities a r e held 
to low values. 
4. The longitudinal stability derivatives of the configurat ion 
tested are somewhat nonlinear. 
5. Second-order or aerodynamic coupling effects are of sufficient 
magnitude to warrant further inves tiga tion . 
Langl ey Aeronautical Laboratory) 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics) 
Langley Field) Va . ) October 22) 1956 . 
--- ---- - ---- ~ --
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TABLE I 
MEASURED MODEL INFORMATION 
Model weight, Ib 
Moments of inertia: 
Ix, slug-ft2 
I y , slug-ft2 
I z , slug-ft2 
Control gearing ratio, K 
Control-aileron no-load maximum deflections: 
oaL 
oaR 
Pulsed-aileron total deflection, oa 
Canard-fin deflections, oe .••• 
Model dimensions: 
Overall length, in. 
Body diameter, in. 
Wing span, in. 
Total wing area in one plane, sq ft ••. 
Canard-fin span, in. . . .. 
lWing trailing-edge location, station, in. 
lCanard-fin trailing-edge location, station, in. 
Wing maximum thickness, in. 
Canard-fin maximum thickness, in. 
NACA TN 3915 
162.5 
0·77 
31.3 
31.3 
0.62 
. 7.50 to - 7.30 
.• 7.60 to -7. 30 
4 . 10 to - 3 . 750 
00 to -4.420 to 2.680 
130.375 
8 .0 
37 · 0 
4 .1 
17.667 
103.0 
39.125 
0·75 
0.25 
lCenter-of-gravity location, station, in. •..• 
Wing mean aerodynamic chord, ft •.•.• 
73 . 53 
1.776 
2Aileron dimensions, per aileron: 
Root chord, in. 
Span, in. 
Maximum thickness, in. 
8 . 372 
4 . 833 
0.25 
lStation is measured along the length of the body from the point of the 
model nose contour. 
2Aileron and canard-fin plan forms are identical. Aileron section is 
double wedge . Wing and canard fins are flat plates with beveled 
leading and trailing edges . 
• 
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StatIon 
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AIrframe 
Booster adapter 
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Booster Assembly 
Figure 1.- Sketch of supersonic missile research model and booster 
a ssembly. 
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Figure 2.- Disturbing aileron and canard-fin pulse patterns for a 
portion of flight as determined from the flight record and from 
preflight measurements of amplitudes. 
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Figure 3.- Photograph of the model on the launcher. 
Figure 4.- Photograph of the autopilot installed in the model showing 
control (horizontal wing) and disturbing (vertical wing) wing-tip 
ailerons. 
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Figure 5.- Portion of roll position and left-aileron-position telemeter 
records during zero-lift flight. 
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(a) Roll position and left-aileron position. Flight time 
from 4.0 to 5.2 seconds. 
Figure 6.- Typical portions of telemeter record showing information on 
model rolling motion at VarYing_ a_n_g_le_S_O_f_ a_t_t _a_c_k_. _______ ~ J 
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(b) Roll position and left-aileron position. Flight time 
from 5.2 to 6.4 seconds. 
Figure 6. - Continued. 
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(c) Roll position and normal and transverse accelerations 
from 4.0 to 5 . 2 seconds flight time. 
Figure 6.- Concluded. 
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Figure 7.- Aerodynamic roll derivatives for the missile model determined 
from the flight records . 
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(b) Aileron-effectiveness der ivative ClBa" . 
Figure 7.- Concluded. 
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Figure 8.- Comparison of roll position det ermined from t elemet er roll 
gyroscope with that ca lculat ed from a ileron position using the 
relationship oa = K¢. 
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(b) Time from 13.0 to 15.0 seconds and 18.0 to 20.0 seconds. 
Figure 8.- Concluded. 
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Figure 9.- Typical portion of angle of attack) normal acceleration and 
transverse acceleration telemeter records during supersonic flight. 
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(b) Flight time from 5.2 to 6.4 seconds. • I 
Figure 9.- Concluded. 
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Figure 10.- Normal-force derivative CN~ as determined from the flight 
records. Data from wind-tunnel and flight tests of a comparable 
model are shown for comparison. 
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(a) Static pitching-moment derivative emu' 
Figure 11.- Model static longitudinal-stability data determined from 
the flight record. 
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(b) Aerodynamic-center location. 
Figure 11.- Concluded. 
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Figure 12.- Aerodynami c damping derivatives Cmq + Cmu 
from the flight record. 
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(a) Variation of ~trim/5e with Mach number. 
Figure 13.- Canard-fin (elevator) control-surface effectiveness as deter-
mined from the flight record. 
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(b) Var i a t i on of a erodynami c deriva t ive Cmoe 
with Mach number . 
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Figure 14.- Typical ~ frequency response det ermined from angle-of-oe 
attack transient response . Average Mach number, 1.595 . 
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Figure 15.- Resonant or damped natural frequencies of the missile 
frequency responses as a function of Mach number. 
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